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August 01, 2015
NOTICE:
RE:

To the Heirs of Spanish & Mexican Land Grants
Meeting for Land Grant Activists in Corpus Christi, Texas

Land Grant Information Update of July 31, 2015
Esteemed Tejanos:
Much has evolved since our last update. Too much to handle by email… hence a meeting has
been suggested by many fellow activists. I agree!
1. As a heads up… the meeting is scheduled for Sunday, August 16, in Corpus
Christi, Texas, at the Omni Hotel. Since the agenda will include several important
venues that are currently ONGOING… the schedule of events will encompass action
items that will benefit many. For that reason it is being announced two weeks in
advance and accommodations are coordinated for your convenience.
2. The Meeting will begin at 12:30 P.M. and will continue in one hour blocks of
information... through 6:30 P.M. (15 minute breaks will be given in between for use
of conveniences).
3. The speaker forum will host a number of key spokesmen and spokeswomen who
will deliver (what is believed by many) to be the most revealing and informative
evidence ever shared.
4. Among the key speakers are individuals who have made significant discoveries
that will enlighten many in the core components of how Tejano Lands were allegedly
seized by illegal means.
5. An experienced genealogist will be present and given speaker time to render
guidance and answer questions on services needed by land grant descendants.

6. A game plan will be delivered which will demonstrate a clear path to the
objectives we all share. In effect this is the first time a forum will discuss our shared
objectives. Heretofore that has been a sketchy subject at best… and seemingly too
diverse for the core group of activists to fully understand. WE MUST STAND
TOGETHER IN A CLEARLY DEFINED COURSE THAT HELPS ALL SEE
WHERE WE ARE HEADED… and how we can get there. Either we unite as one
effort or lose our grip… right now we are in the best strategic position we have ever
enjoyed. We must take advantage of it with all the wisdom we can muster. There will
be many present who will provide this wisdom.

7. More will be forthcoming soon. Feel free to call if you need… present residence
phone is 229-838-6824… my current office location where I can be reached is 229838-5501. After August 10, I can be reached at 361-548-1795 or at my Corpus Office
361-993-6905.
With warmest regards,
John Falcon

